
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

A. Declarations.  This agreement, by and between, Worlde of Legends™ , hereinafter referred to as "WoL ", and _____________________________________________,
hereinafter referred to as "Trustee", is made in view of the following circumstances:

1. WoL™ is a private game design and publishing company which has initiated a Fantasy Role Playing Game (FRPG) project under the name Worlde of
Legends™, hereinafter referred to as "FRPG".

2. WoL™ and Trustee will work jointly on FRPG unless said joing effort is terminated in writing by either part.

3. During this activity, WoL™ will disclose certain information such as maps; creatures; artwork; written text both creative and technical in nature;
mathematical formulae; game mechanics including but not limited to rules of play, adventure character design, magic or paranormal power systems,
combat system; paper and/or electronic forms including but not limited to "Character Sheets"(defined as any document which is used for players
to write their WoL™ Adventure Character statistics, creative descriptions, and other details for use during WoL™ gameplay); software and/or other
electronic applications related to WoL™ including but not limited to computer, smart phone and/or tablet applications;  and game-play statistics;
conceptual ideas specific to WoL™; format and design techniques; and/or other WoL™-specific details which are confidential and proprietary to WoL™.
All of which described in this paragraph hereinafter known as “CONTENT”.

4. Trustee recognizes the confidential nature of aforementioned CONTENT and WoL™'s ownership of such.

5. Trustee has consented to sign this agreement in order to protect WoL™ from improper disclosure or inappropriate use of proprietary information,
specifically, but not necessarily limited to CONTENT.

6. During the term of Trustee's affiliation with WoL™, he/she will serve in any single or any combination of duties which are relevant to the success of
the WoL™ project, including, but not limited to the following capacities: Game Designer, Creative Director, Art Director, Editor/Assistant Editor, RPG
or Other Relevant Research & Development, Cartographer, Artist and/or Illustrator, Graphic Designer, Typographer, Typist, Mathematician,
Proofreader, Playtester, Writer (Creative or Technical), or Consultant. 

7. Trustee's Primary role is:_____________________________________________________________________________; however, other roles may be incorporated as
appropriate and as agreed upon by both WoL™ and Trustee and is automatically covered under this agreement without the requirement of specific
role inclusion written in this paragraph or enacted via additional written agreement..

B. Agreements.  The parties, being WoL™ and Trustee, hereto agree as follows:

1. All CONTENT provided by WoL™ to Trustee is confidential and proprietary and is intended for the sole use of Trustee in his/her capacities as stated
in Section A.6-7  above and not for directly or indirectly: revealing, reporting, publishing, copying, disclosing, or transferring, in any manner, any
CONTENT to any non-WoL™ affiliated person or entity without the prior written consent of an official WoL™ representative. This includes but is not
limited to revealing covered items in person, via analog communication channels,  or via electronic media.

2. This agreement does not secure or imply a partnership or employment by or between the listed parties. It is merely a statement of acknowledgment
and agreement to confidentiality measures set forth by WoL™ for the CONTENT of FRPG.

3. The initial term of this agreement shall be from the date of this agreement forward until terminated in accordance with paragraph C below.

4. In the event that Trustee's affiliation with WoL™ terminates for any reason other than those outlined in paragraph C below, Trustee will continue
to remain bound by the terms of this agreement until one of the conditions in paragraph C are met.

C. Termination.  This agreement shall terminate when one or more of the following conditions are met:

1. Written release of confidentiality from WoL™ to Trustee; and/or

2. Abandonment of the WoL™ project by the WoL™ owners, at which time, official written Notice of Abandonment and Release of Confidentiality letters
will be sent to all Trustees informing them of said abandonment and automatic release of confidentiality five (5) years from the official date of
abandonment.

D. Modifications.   This agreement cannot be changed without prior written consent by both WoL™ and Trustee.

E. Communication.  I understand and agree that, when at all possible, all communication from WoL™ to Trustee will be made via the email address provided
below. WoL™ is not obligated to contact me by any other means but reserves the right to do so if deemed necessary and appropriate by WoL™

F. Statement of Authority to Sign.  Furthermore, I warrant that I am of legal age and am free to make legally binding agreements, or I am the legally
authorized representative of the adult or minor submitter.

DATE OF SIG. SUBMITTER NAME   Full Legal Name SUBMITTER BIRTH DATE SUBMITTER EMAIL ADDRESS

SUBMITTER MAILING ADDRESS   Include City, State, and Zip Code - NO P.O. BOXES PLEASE SUBMITTER PHONE NUMBER

If SUBMITTER is a minor or is an adult
who does not legally represent him/

herself, please complete this section.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE NAME   Full Legal Name RELATIONSHIP   Choose 1 AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE EMAIL ADDRESS

By signing in one/both of the SIGNATURE blocks below, I warrant that I have read this DISCLOSURE in its entirety and fully understand and agree to the content therein.

SUBMITTER SIGNATURE   Use Mouse or Touch to Sign AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE   Use Mouse or Touch to Sign
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